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Desire ，being an eternal topic of human literature, is so important an code for
Lilian Lee to expand the plot and express her thought. Lilian Lee keenly observed
the phenomenon of the contemporary society, that is ,desire is more heavy and
active than ever. In the spirit of humanism, Lee focused on the pursuit of grassroots ,
and thus expressed her serious thought about the human nature, culture, history,
politics, gender and many other issues behind the desire. But more importantly, Lee 's
“desire writing” not only reflected in the text ,but also extended to her film. This
thesis based on novella or river novel and its film written by Lilian Lee, dedicated to
interpret the exact pattern and the aesthetic features of Lee's “desire writing”, aim at
providing a broader space for the research of “Lilian Lee phenomenon” .
The first part is preface, making comments on Lilian Lee 's literary reviews,
clarifies the foundation, the theme and the methodology of this study so as to provide
its purpose and significance.
The second part is subdivided into three chapters as follow:
Chapter one is mainly to introduce the theory development of “desire” in
view of philosophy between Chinese and Western, in order to show its rich and plural
connotation , further more,this pluralism laid a broad theoretical foundation for the
whole article.
Chapter two on the colourful theme of “Desire” in Lilian Lee's Novels
through close reading on her novels. Lilian Lee focus on the field of vision,moreover,
she don't make any moral judgments , she perfers to let human nature demonstrate
self. Lilian Lee describes the desire of ordinary people in a variety statement of
materials,Utility, power, sex, identity with skills of realistic painting. In addition,she
focus far more on the feminine world and Hong Kong consciousness ,because she is
awoman writer in Hong Kong.
Chapter three analyzed personalized expression of Lilian Lee's“desire writing”.
Lee discussed gender relation on the basics of “desire”, showed spiritual plight of
desire while revealing the ugliness of the humanity, deconstructed Chinese classical
texts while constructing symbol images about desire.Moreover, Beauty Appreciation















emotional experience. In conclusion, these all proved spiritual and literature
values of Lee's “desire writing” .
Chapter four is the horizontal extension of the chapter two, first of all ,I
continue to use the definition of “Lilian Lee film” from the perspective of screen
write.Then, through Lilian Lee’s three famous films,<Rouge >,<Farewell My
Concubine > and <Green Snake >,we are trying to discuss on the unique desire
expression mechanism of Lee's film , including the imaginative satisfaction sensory
estrangement and emotional release.
The third part is conclusion, suggesting the difficulties and values of Lee's
“desire writing ’ in today's consumer society. There is no doubt that “desire writing ’
has potential problems owing to its ambiguous connotation. We must pay attention to
the perniciousness of over consumption of body and sexual love when promoting its
charm. We should also try to avoid falling into the sweet temptations among
consumer society.Only if we keep a cool head and excavate the essential connotation
of the “desire”, can we make our writing to profundity.
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